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[57] ABSTRACT 
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down counter, wherein an anti-coincidence circuit as 
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PULSE ANTI COINCIDENCE METHODS AND 
CIRCUITS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The methods and circuits disclosed herein are appli 
cable to any system where it is necessary to insure that 
two pulses do not arrive in coincidence. More specifi 
cally, the invention may be applied to any type of con 
stant or variable speed servo system which utilizes a 
feedback loop and a phase detector incorporating an 
up-down counter to compare a reference signal with a 
feedback signal. More particularly yet, the system is ap 
plicable in video signal recording. 
Video tape recorders which have been on the market 

in the past have recorded in only one direction on one 
inch wide magnetic tape. These video recorders use a 
helical scan method which consists of recording the sig 
nal diagonally to the longitudinal direction of the tape. 
More recently developed video tape recording systems 
utilize 1/4 inch wide magnetic tape and record the video 
signal longitudinally on the tape in multiple tracks of 20 
or more across the ‘A inch width of the tape. See the co 
pending application Ser. No. 388,929, filed by G. Rot 
ter el at. on Aug. 16, 1973. These tape recording sys 
tems drive the video tape at speeds in the range of 120 
inches per second, and they require that the tape be 
stopped at the end of each track and driven in the op 
posite direction while simultaneously changing from 
one track to another. It is necessary that these video re— 
corders be operated in a highly accurate manner in 
order to reproduce the recorded video signal without 
objectionable reduction in the video picture as seen on 
a video receiver during playback. It is also necessary 
that the turnaround at the end of each track of video 
tape be accomplished in an accurate and reproducible 
manner. In order to accomplish this, a feedback system 
is necessary. 
The methods and circuits disclosed herein can be uti 

lized with any feedback system which obtains feedback 
signal pulses having a frequency related to the device to 
be controlled, for example, from a tachometer directly 
connected to the capstan drive motor of a video re 
corder. This tachometer supplies the feedback signal 
pulses which are compared to-reference signal pulses in 
a phase detector incorporating an up-down counter. In 
such a system, it is necessary that the reference and 
feedback signal pulses from the feedback system do not 
coincide at the input of the up-down counter. If this oc 
curs servo accuracy will be destroyed. In a video re 

corder, playback accuracy will be destroyed and pic 
ture quality on the video receiver will contain objec 
tionable distortion. The methods and embodiments dis 
closed herein prevent the coincidence of feedback and 
reference signals. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Two methods and embodiments of the anti-coinci 
dence circuits are disclosed and described herein com 
prising anti-coincidence circuits having separate input 
points for reference signal pulses and feedback signal 
pulses and having separate output points for reference 
and feedback output pulses; and means for assigning, 
within said anti-coincidence circuit, separate time 
zones in which reference and feedback output pulses 
can occur. Both of these embodiments are useful in any 
type of servo system which requires accurate operation 
and reversal, and which utilizes a feedback system with 
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2 
a phase detector incorporating an up-down counter to 
compare reference and feedback signal pulses. Both 
embodiments described herein assign separate time 
zones in which reference and feedback output pulses 
can occur. 

In the ?rst system the separate time zones are defined 
by a two phase clock, the first phase of the clock being 
the time in which a reference pulse is allowed to pass to 
the phase detector, and the second phase of the clock 
is the time in which a feedback pulse is passed to the 
pulse detector. The method comprises remembering 
when a reference signal pulse has occurred by using the 
reference signal pulse to change the logic state of the 
output ofa first reference filp-?op; remembering when 
a feedback signal pulse state of the output of the first 
feedback filp-flop; interrogating the first feedback filp 
?op by a second feedback flip-flop, which has the out 
put of the ?rst feedback flip-?op as a first input to the 
second feedback flip'flop by a first phase signal from a 
two phase clock circuit at a second input of the second 
feedback flip-?op, the ?rst phase signal simultaneously 
activating a reference gate to transmit a reference out 
put pulse; interrogating the ?rst reference flip-?op by a 
second reference ?ip-?op, which has the output of the 
first reference flip—?op as a ?rst input to the second ref 
erence flip-flop, by a second phase signal from the two 
phase clock circuit at a second input of the second ref 
erence flip-flop, the first phase signal simultaneously 
activating a feedback gate to transmit a feedback out 
put pulse; resetting the ?rst reference flip-flop with the 
reference output pulse; and resetting the ?rst feedback 
?ip-?op with the feedback output pulse. The second 
reference ?ip-?op then interrogates the first reference 
?ip-?op on the next arriving second phase signal and 
hence the second reference ?ip-?op becomes reset, 
completing the cycle until the time of the next incom 
ing reference pulse. A similar operation completes the 
cycle for the feedback pulse. 
The second embodiment, disclosed herein, operates 

by providing a guard band around the reference signal 
pulse to insure that the feedback signal pulse cannot 
occur within this band. To accomplish this, digital one 
shots of different pulse duration are utilized to prevent 
the feedback output pulse from being supplied to the 
phase detector simultaneously with a reference output 
pulse. The method of accomplishing this comprises the 
delaying of reference signal pulses; forming a guard 
band around the reference signal pluse, of a duration 
greater than the delay of the reference signal pulse; 
which prevents feedback output pulses from occurring 
within said guard band; generating a reference output 
pulse at the end of the delay and within the guard band; 
delaying the feedback signal pulse for a time less than 
the delay time for the reference signal pulse; and gener 
ating a feedback output pulse outside the guard band. 
The primary object of this invention is to prevent co 

incidence of reference and feedback pulses at the input 
of the phase detector and thereby to prevent inaccu 
racy in the servo system operation. 
Further objects of the invention will be apparent to 

those skilled in the art in light of the following detailed 
description: 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a schematic diagram of the ?rst embodi 
ment of this method utilizing ?ip-?ops triggered by a 
two phase clock. 
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FIG. 2 shows the reference and feedback pulses 
along wtith the clock pulses and schematically illus 
trates the operation of the first embodiment. 
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of the second embodi> 

ment which incorporates digital one shots to supply a 
guard band around the reference pulse. 
FIG. 4 shows the signal levels during operation of the 

circuit. including two cases: first, when the feedback 
signal occurs just prior to the reference signal; and sec 
ond, when the feedback signal occurs just after the ref» 
erence signal. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 shows the first embodiment of the anti-coinci 
dence method and circuit where time zones in which 
each of the reference and feedback pulses can occur, 
are assigned. Reference flip-?op REF-FF! and feed 
back flip-flop FB-FF] have a constant DC input logical 
TRUE level at their respective inputs D. Therefore, 
when a REFJN pulse occurs at the C input of REF-FFl 
or at the C input of FB~FF1, the Q outputs will go to 
TRUE level. These ?ip-?ops serve as reference and 
feedback memory circuits. If a reference input pulse 
occurs at input C of reference ?ip-?op REF—FF1, the 
output 1 will go to a unity logic state. Likewise, a feed 
back input pulse FB-IN at input C of feedback flip-?op 
FB-FFI will set that flip~?op output 2 to a unity logic 
state. The two phase clock 3 in conjunction with refer 
ence flip-flop REF-FFZ and feedback flip<flop FB-FF2 
serve as a means of interrogating the reference and 
feedback memory circuits to detect the occurrence ofa 
reference or feedback signal pulse. The two phase 
clock outputs 7 and 8 also transmit reference and feed 
back output pulses by activating the reference and 
feedback gates 4 and S, respectivelyv The input 6 of the 
clock is supplied with a 3.58 MHz signal from a stable 
source, such as a crystal controlled oscillator. The 
clock separates this 3.58 MHz input into two clocking 
outputs ¢1 at 7 and ¢2 at 8 of3.58 MHz, each being 70 
ns wide and separated from each other by 140 ns. As 
shown in FIG. I, ?rst phase clock signal 4: interrogates 
feedback ?ip-?op FB-FF2 at its input C, and simulta 
neously activates the reference gate 4 by applying a 
pulse to input 9. Second phase clock output 4,2 at 8 in 
terrogates reference ?ip-flop REF-FFZ at its input C 
and activates the feedback gate 5 by applying a pulse to 
input 10. 

If a reference signal input is received, for example, 
the output 1 of reference flip'flop REF-FF] will go to a 
unity logic state. The next 422 clocking pulse will clock 
reference ?ip-?op REF-FFZ at its input C causing the 
output 11 to go to a unity logic state. When the next dal 
clocking pulse occurs at reference gate input 9, an out 
put pulse REF-OUT at the reference output 12 will oc 
cur. This reference output is supplied to a phase detec 
tor which incorporates an up-down counter (not 
shown), and it also resets reference flip'?op REF-FF] 
at reset input 13. Since the D input to REF-FFZ is now 
at ZERO logic state, this flip-?op will also reset on the 
next 4>2 pulse. 
Likewise, if a feedback signal pulse FB-IN occurs at 

the input C of feedback ?ip-?op FB-FFI, its output 2 
goes to a unity logic. The next (bl clock pulse interro 
gates feedback flip-flop FB-FFZ at its input C to deter 
mine if a unity logic state exists at the output 1 of feed 
back flip-flop FB-FF]. If there is a unity logic state at 
output 2, the output 15 of feedback ?ip-?op FB-FFZ 
goes to a unity logic state. The next Q52 clock pulse at 
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feedback gate input 10 causes a feedback output pulse 
FB-OUT to occur at 16. Again, as occurs with the ref 

erence output, the feedback output pulse resets feed 
back ?ip-flop FB-FFI by a signal occurring at reset 
input 17. Flip'?op FB-FFZ will then reset at the next (bl 
pulse. 
This arrangement insures that a reference output 

pulse can only occur when a (1)] clock pulse occurs and 
that a feedback output pulse can only occur when a d>2 
clock pulse occurs. Therefore, this system insures that 
a reference and feedback pulse cannot coincide at the 
input of the phase detector. The phase relationship and 
timing of these various signals is shown in FIG. 2. 
A second means for assigning separate time zones in 

which reference and feedback output pulses can occur 
is shown in FIG. 3 with phase diagrams shown in FIG. 
4. 

This embodiment provides a 400 ns guard band 
around the reference signal to insure that the feedback 
output pulse cannot occur within this 400 ns band. This 
is accomplished by utilizing one shots of various output 
durations to activate a ?ip-?op and a gate. The one 
shots or delays 1, 2 and 6 on the input side of this em 
bodiment are activated or triggered by the trailing edge 
of the pulse, but it would be possible to activate them 
by the leading edge as well. Other means of delay, such 
as conventional delay lines, will be obvious to those 
skilled in the art. One shots or pulse generators 3 and 8 
on the output side of the circuit, FIG. 3, are activated 
by a negative~going edge, as indicated by the circle at 
their respective inputs 1S and 22. 
The ?ip~?,,op, 4, is a “D" ?ip-?op. This device is acti 

vated only on the positive edge of the clock (“C“) in 
put, at which time the output will assume the same level 
as the “D" input. Hence, even though the “D” input 
goes high while the "C" input is high, the output will 
not change. Gate Sis a NOR gate; that is, the output 20 
of this gate will be high (or “ONE”) only in case both 
of the inputs 18 and 19 of this gate are low (or 
“ZERO"). Only under this condition, therefore, will 
the output of inverter 7—the input 21 of which is con 
nected to gate output 20 and the output of which is 
connected to input 22 of 50 ns delay 8-be lowv Under 
all other conditions output 20 of the NOR gate will be 
low and, hence, input 22 to delay 8 high. 
A reference signal input pulse REF-IN is applied to 

the reference delay one shot I at its input 9. This causes 
the reference delay one shot 1 to generate a pulse of 
250 ns duration. the output 14 of reference delay one 
shot 1 is connected to the input 15 of reference output 
one shot 3. The trailing edge of the 250 ns pulse from 
reference delay one shot I triggers reference output 
one shot 3 which generates a reference output signal 
REF-OUT at 16 of 50 ns duration. 
The reference signal input pulse applied to reference 

delay one shot I is also applied to guard one shot 2 at 
its input 10. The purpose of guard one shot 2 is to in 
sure that a reference output pulse and feedback output 
pulse do not coincide. This is accomplished by forcing 
the feedback output pulse to occur after the 400 ns 
delay if a reference and feedback input pulse occur at 
such a time as to cause coincidence. When a reference 

signal pulse REF<IN occurs at input 10 of guard one 
shot 2, a 400 ns guard band pulse is generated at output 
13. This 400 ns pulse is applied to input D of ?ip-?op 
4 and it also removes the signal from the reset input R 
of ?ip-?op 4, due to the inversion at the last mentioned 
input.‘ Feedback signal input pulses FB-IN are applied 
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to input ll of feedback delay one shot 6. Feedback 
delay one shot 6 generates a lOO ns output pulse at 12 
which is applied to both NOR gate 5 feedback signal 
input 19 and ?ip-?op 4 input C. If a feedback signal 
input pulse occurs during the time that the 400 ns pulse 
is applied to input D of ?ip-?op 4 (see FIG. 4c), an out 
put occurs at ?ip-flop 4 output 17. Therefore, a signal 
will appear at both control input 18 and feedback sig 
nal input 19 of NOR gate 5, preventing any output at 
20. The trailing edge of the 400 ns pulse from one shot 
2 resets ?ip-?op 4, causing output 17 to go to a ZERO 
logic state. When this occurs NOR gate 5 produces a 
signal at 20 which is applied to inverter 7 and input 21. 
Inverter 7 inverts the signal and applies a signal to feed 
back output one shot 8 at its input 22. One shot 8 pro' 
duces a 50 ns feedback output pulse FB-OUT at 22. 
When a feedback signal input pulse occurs at 11 be 

fore a reference signal input pulse occurs at 9, (see 
FIG. 4b) one shot 6 generates a I00 ns output pulse at 
12. At this time the D input to FF4 will be low since the 
400 ns guard band 2 has not been activated; hence the 
FF4 output will also remain low. Since there is no high 
(TRUE) signal from ?ip-?op 4 output 17, NOR gate 5 
produces an output at 20 as soon as the output of 1 shot 
6 returns to its low state— which causes a 50 ns feed 

back output pulse FB-OUT, generated at the end of the 
100 ns delay. 

It will thus be seen that in the case of FIG. 4b the 
feedback output pulse is caused to occur prior to the 
reference output pulse while in the instance of FIG. 4c 
the feedback output pulse will always appear subse 
quent to the reference output pulse. In this manner 
overlapping of the two output pulses is avoided under 
all conditions. 

It will be understood that, if the feedback pulse ar 
rives very late, that is, subsequent to the termination of 
the guard interval, the operation is substantially the 
same as described in conjunction with FIG. 4b except 
that in this instance the events depicted in FIG. 4b 
occur much later in time, for example, near the right 
hand end of the chart. 
A guard band other than 400 ns could be utilized in 

the above described embodiment; however, criteria 
such as the aging characteristics, temperature charac 
teristics, and manufacturing tolerances of the compo 
nents used must be considered in selecting guard bands 
of different duration. 
We claim: 
1. A method of preventing coincidence of reference 

signal pulses and feedback signal pulses in a servo sys 
tem comprising: supplying the reference signal pulses 
and the feedback signal pulses to separate input points 
of an anti-coincidence circuit having separate output 
points for reference and feedback output pulses; and 
assigning, by said anti-coincidence circuit separate 
time zones in which reference and feedback output 
pulses can occur; 
wherein the assigning of separate time zones in 

cludes: 
a. remembering when a reference signal pulse has oc 
curred by a reference memory circuit; 

b. remembering when a feedback signal pulse has oc 
curred by a feedback memory circuit; 

c. interrogating, to detect the occurrence of a refer 
ence signal pulse, the reference memory circuit 
while transmitting a feedback output pulse from 
the feedback memory circuit; and 
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6 
d. interrogating, to detect the occurrence of a feed 
back signal pulse, the feedback memory circuit 
while transmitting a reference output pulse from 
the reference memory circuit. 

2. A method of preventing coincidence of reference 
signal pulses and feedback signal pulses in a servo sys 
tem comprising: supplying the reference signal pulses 
and the feedback signal pulses to separate input points 
of an anti-coincidence circuit having separate output 
points for reference and feedback output pulses; and 
assigning, by said anti'coincidence circuit separate 
time zones in which reference and feedback output 
pulses can occur; 
wherein the assigning of separate time zones in 

cludes: 
a. remembering when a reference signal pulse has oc 
curred by using the reference signal pulse to 
change the logic state of the output of a first refer 
ence ?ip-?op; 

b. remembering when a feedback signal pulse has oc 
curred by using the feedback signal pulse to change 
the logic state of the output of a ?rst feedback flip 
flop; 

. interrogating the first feedback ?ip-?op by a sec— 
ond feedback ?ip-?op which has the output of the 
first feedback flip-?op as a first input to the second 
feedback ?ip-?op, bby applying a first phase signal 
from a two phase clock circuit to a second input of 
the second feedback ?ip-?op, the first phase signal 
simultaneously activating a reference gate to trans 
mit a reference output pulse; 

d. interrogating the first reference ?ip-?op by a sec 
ond reference ?ip-?op which has the output of the 
first reference flip-flop as a first input to the seconii 
reference flip-?op, by applying a second phase sig 
nal from the two phase clock circuit to a second 
input of the second reference flip-?op, the first 
phase signal simultaneously activating a feedback 
gate to transmit a feedback output pulse; 
resetting the first reference ?ip-?op with the refer 
ence output pulse; and 

f. resetting the ?rst feedback ?ip-?op with the feed 
back output pulse. 

3. A method of preventing coincidence of reference 
signal pulses and feedback signal pulses in a servo sys 
tem comprising: supplying the reference signal pulses 
and the feedback signal pulses to separate input points 
of an anti-coincidence circuit having separate output 
points for reference and feedback output pulses; and 
assigning, by said anti-coincidence circuit separate 
time zones in which reference and feedback output 
pulses can occur; 
wherein the assigning of separate time zones in 

cludes: 
a. delaying a received reference signal pulse; 
b. forming a guard band around the reference signal 
pulse ofa duration greater than the delay of the ref 
erence signal pulse; 

c. delaying a received feedback signal pulse for a 
time less than the delay time for the reference sig 
nal pulse; and 

d. if said feedback signal pulse is received outside of 
said guard band, permitting the feedback output 
pulse to be transmitted at the end of the feedback 
signal pulse delay, and, if said feedback signal pulse 
is received within said guard band, causing the 
feedback output pulse to be transmitted in re 
sponse to the termination of said guard band and 

C. 
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independently of the time of receipt of the feed» 
back signal pulse within said guard band. 

4. A circuit for preventing coincidence of reference 
signal pulses and feedback signal pulses in a servo sys 
tem. comprising: an anti-coincidence circuit having 
separate input points for reference signal pulses and 
feedback signal pulses and having separate output 
points for reference and feedback output pulses, and 
means for assigning, within said anti-coincidence cir 
cuit, separate time zones in which reference and feed» 
back output pulses can occur; 
wherein the means for assigning separate time zones 

include: 
a. a reference memory circuit for remembering when 

a reference signal pulse has occurred; 
b. a feedback memory circuit for remembering when 

C, 

a feedback signal pulse has occurred; 
means for interrogating the reference memory cir 
cuit to detect the occurrence of a reference signal 
pulse while transmitting a feedback output pulse 
from the feedback memory circuit; and 

d. means for interrogating the feedback memory cir 
cuit to detect the occurrence of a feedback signal 
pulse while transmitting a reference output pulse 
from the reference memory circuit. 

5. A circuit for preventing coincidence of reference 
signal pulses and feedback signal pulses in a servo sys 
tem, comprising: an anti-coincidence circuit having 
separate input points for reference signal pulses and 
feedback signal pulses and having separate output 
points for reference and feedback output pulses, and 
means for assigning, within said anti-coincidence cir 
cuit, separate time zones in which reference and feed‘ 
back output pulses can occur; 
wherein the means for assigning separate time zones 

include: 
a. a first reference flip-flop for remembering when a 
reference signal pulse has occurred, the reference 
signal pulse causing a change in the logic state of 
the output of the first reference flip-flop; 

b. a ?rst feedback flip-flop for remembering when a 
feedback signal pulse has occurred, the feedback 
signal pulse causing a change in the logic state of 
the output of the ?rst feedback ?ip-flop; 

c. a second feedback ?ip-?op having first and second 
inputs and used to interrogate the first feedback 
flip-flop. the output of the first feedback flip-flop 
being connected to the first input to the second 
feedback flip-flop; 

d. a reference gate to transmit a reference output 

pulse; 
a first phase clock signal being connected to the 
second input to the second feedback ?ip-?op and 
to the reference gate whereby the first feedback 
flip-flop is interrogated and the reference gate is 
activated to transmit a reference output pulse; 

i a second reference flip-?op having first and second 
inputs and used to interrogate the first reference 
?ip-?op, the output of the first reference flip-flop 
being connected to the first input ofthe second ref 
erence flip-flop; 
a feedback gate to transmit a feedback output 

pulse; and 
, a second phase clock signal being connected to the 
second input to the second reference ?ip-?op and 
to the feedback gate whereby the ?rst reference 
flip-flop is interrogated and the feedback gate is ac» 
tivated to transmit a feedback output pulse‘ 
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8 
6. A circuit for preventing coincidence of reference 

signal pulses and feedback signal pulses in a servo sys 
tem, comprising: an anti-coincidence circuit having 
separate input points for reference signal pulses and 
feedback signal pulses and having separate output 
points for reference and feedback output pulses; and 
means for assigning, within said anti-coincidence cir 
cuit, separate time zones in which reference and feed 
back output pulses can occur; 
wherein the means for assigning separate time zones 

include: 
a, first delay means interposed between said refer 
ence pulse input and output points, for delaying a 
received reference signal pulse; 

b. second delay means interposed between said feed 
back pulse input and output points, for forming in 
relation to the reference signal pulse. a guard band 
of a duration greater than the delay of the refer 
ence signal pulse; 

c4 third delay means for delaying a received feedback 
signal pulse for a time less than the delay time for 
the reference signal pulse; and 

d. switching means jointly controlled by said second 
and third delay means, and effective if said feed 
back signal pulse is received outside of said guard 
band to permit the feedback output pulse to be 
transmitted over said feedback pulse output point 
at the end of the feedback signal pulse delay, and 
effective if said feedback signal pulse is received 
within said guard band to cause the feedback out 
put pulse to be transmitted over said feedback 
pulse output point, only in response to the termina 
tion of said guard band, independently of the re 
ceipt ofthe feedback signal pulse within said guard 
band. 

7. A circuit for preventing coincidence of reference 
signal pulses and feedback signal pulses in a servo sys~ 
tem, comprising: an anti-coincidence circuit having 
separate input points for reference signal pulses and 
feedback signal pulses and having separate output 
points for reference and feedback output pulses, and 
means for assigning, within said anti-coincidence cir 
cuit, separate time zones in which reference and feed 
back output pulses can occur; 
wherein the means for assigning separate time zones 

include: 
at first delay means for delaying a recei red reference 

signal pulse; 
b. second delay means for forming, in relation to the 

reference signal pulse, a guard band of a duration 
greater than the delay of the reference signal pulse; 

c. third delay means for delaying a received feedback 
signal pulse for a time less than the delay time for 
the reference signal pulse; 

d. first generating means for generating a reference 
output pulse at the end of the reference signal pulse 
delay and within the guard band; 

e. second generating means for generating a feed 
back output pulse; and 

f. switching means jointly controlled by said second 
and third delay means, and effective if said feed~ 
back signal pulse is received outside of said guard 
band to permit said second generating means to be 
actuated at the end of the feedback signal pulse de 
lay, and effective if said feedback signal pulse is re 
ceived within said guard band to cause said second 
generating means to be actuated only in response 
to the termination of said guard band, indepen 
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dently of the receipt of the feedback signal pulse 0 a ?ip-?op, having a first and second input and an 
within Said guard band, output, the ?rst input connected to the output of 

the guard one shot; 
d. a NOR gate having a control input, a feedback sig 

5 nal input, and an output, said control input being 
connected to the output of the flip-flop; 

e. a reference output one shot connected to the out 

8. A circuit for preventing coincidence of reference 
signal pulses and feedback signal pulses in a servo sys 
tem, comprising: an anti-coincidence circuit having 
separate input points for reference signal pulses and 
feedback Signal Pulses and having Separate Output put of the reference delay one shot for generating a 
Poims for reference and feedback Output Pulses, and reference output pulse at the end of the reference 
means for assigning, within said anti-coincidence cir~ to delay and within the guard band; 
cuit, separate time zones in which reference and feed- f- a feedback delay one shot having an input and out 
back output pulses can Occur; put for delaying the feedback signal pulse for a 

time less than the delay time for the reference sig 
nal pulse, the output of said feedback delay one 

|5 shot being connected to both the second input of 
the ?ip-?op and the feedback signal input of the 

wherein the means for assigning separate time zones 
include: 

a. a reference delay one shot having an input and out 

put for delaying a reference signal pulse; fgedback gate; and 
b- '3 gulard one Shot hm'ing an inPut and outpu‘l Fm g. a feedback output one shot having an input and an 
forming a guard band around the reference signal Output, the input being Connected to the output of 
pulse ofa duration greater than the delay of the ref- 20 the feedback gate. 

:1: ercnce delay; * * * * 
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